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Kyle nodded excitedly in agreement.

After switching their clothes, Juan provided Kyle with a location and soon, he
successfully reached Juan’s kindergarten.

On the other hand, Juan took Kyle’s punishment in his place for no reason and
stood until his legs got sore. He decided that he had to convince the teacher
somehow so that he did not have to continue standing like that.

After class, Juan remembered Kyle telling him that a woman called Sofie would
come to pick him up and that he had to be careful of her.

He was curious about how bad Sofie could be and wanted to challenge her.

As soon as he stepped out of the kindergarten, he noticed an Audi parked not far
away before walking towards it.

Sofie got out of the car and looked at Juan with a blank expression, “Did you get
into trouble or fight your classmates today?”

Shaking his head, Juan responded, “I’m a good boy, Ms. Su. Why would I fight
with the other kids?”

Ms. Su? Kyle’s never called me that. What changed?

Sofie was surprised by what Juan called her.



“Did you just call me ‘Ms. Su’?” asked Sofie who was wondering if she misheard
‘Kyle’.

Juan quickly nodded, “Of course! You’re the beautiful Ms. Su!”

‘Beautiful Ms. Su’?

Thinking something must be wrong, Sofie continued to stare at the supposed
‘Kyle’.

Did he somehow change his mind about opposing me?

“I’ll get into the car first, Ms. Su. Thanks for picking me up.”

Sofie was stunned as she watched Juan get into the car. It took Sofie a moment
before she came back to her senses.

On their way home, Juan was pleased to see Sofie so confused.

That’s probably not how Kyle would’ve treated her.

Kyle told him to be careful because Sofie was a two-face hypocrite, so he was
thinking he could give her a taste of her own medicine.

Let me avenge you, Kyle.

“Why are you staring at me, Ms. Su?” asked Juan as he looked at Sofie with his
innocent eyes.

Sneering at him, Sofie inquired, “I’m not used to you being so well-mannered all
of a sudden. Is it because you finally figured out that it’s useless to go to your
father? That’s why… “

“You’re absolutely right!”



“Good! Be careful with your attitude and we’ll be just fine. After your father and I
get married, you’ll request to stay with your grandparents. Trust me, it’s better
that way.”

What a mean woman!

Not only is she trying to marry daddy, but she’s also trying to get rid of Kyle.

I won’t let it happen!

Juan responded with a giggle, “Don’t worry, Ms. Su. I will!”

Looking at the obedient ‘Kyle’, Sofie could not help but sneer at how easy it was
to control a child.

When they reached Hillside Villa, Juan jumped out of the car and ran inside to
see his father. He had been missing his father for the past few days.

Following behind Juan was Sofie who would not let go of any chance to see
Evan.

Blake welcomed the supposed ‘Kyle’ the moment they met.

“Mr. Seet’s not home yet, Kyle.”

I was going to put on a great show for him. What a shame.

Juan turned to look at Sofie who had no intention to leave just yet.

Then he had an idea, “Ms. Su, why don’t you stay for lunch?”

This is my chance to expose her!



As surprised as Sofie was that ‘Kyle’ asked her to stay for lunch, she would not
want to miss a chance to dine with Evan.

“Are you sure that’s okay?”

The suggestion also took Blake by surprise, but as a butler, he decided not to say
anything about it at all.

“Of course it is. I’ll ask the kitchen to prepare the meal.”
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As soon as Blake left the living room, Evan’s Maybach arrived at the villa.

After parking his car, Evan walked into the living room where Juan ran towards
him and grabbed his long legs, “Daddy, I’ve missed you!”

Startled, Evan was wondering what happened to ‘Kyle’ because ‘Kyle’ had never
acted that way before.

“Did something happen at the kindergarten again, Kyle?”

“Nope! I’ve been a good boy, daddy! You can ask Ms. Su.”

Ms. Su?

The way ‘Kyle’ addressed Sofie surprised Evan even more.

As he looked up, Evan noticed Sofie approaching him gracefully.

“Kyle was very good today. He got along so well with the other kids at the
kindergarten today.”

Evan then looked down at ‘Kyle’ again as he could not help but notice how
strange ‘Kyle’ seemed, especially the attitude towards Sofie. It was as if ‘Kyle’
was a different person.

At lunch, Juan even served Sofie food the moment she sat down. He was so
well-mannered that even Evan was baffled.



It was just as uneasy for Sofie when she noticed how different ‘Kyle’ was before
and after school.

“Sit down and eat your food, Kyle,” ordered Evan coldly, to which Juan nodded.
Before taking from the dish he wanted, Juan looked at Sofie for her permission.

The gaze was making Sofie uncomfortable, “Do you want the buckle meat, Kyle?
Let me get you some.”

The buckle meat was about to reach Juan’s plate when he suddenly dropped his
plate onto the floor and smashed it.

Juan then began crying as he looked at Sofie, “I’m sorry, Ms. Su. I won’t take the
dishes you want, so please don’t send me away to grandpa and grandma. Even
after you and daddy get married and have another baby, I’ll still be good. Please
don’t make me leave daddy.”

What Juan said shocked Sofie so much that her face turned pale, “What are you
saying, Kyle? When did I…”

“You told me that in the car. You even said… you said…” Juan continued to cry
before he finished his sentence and Evan was not happy about what was said.

No wonder Kyle acted so strangely today!

“What happened?” asked Evan in a tone so cold that it shocked the words out of
Sofie.

“Evan, it’s not like that. It’s…”

“If you really didn’t say anything like that, why would he suddenly ask you to stay
for lunch? And the way his attitude changed.”

“I don’t know. I really don’t. After school, he was just different.”



Secretly, Juan stole a glance at Sofie.

I didn’t make those words up. She did say them and I’m just letting daddy know
in a different way.

Suddenly, Sofie walked up to Juan, “Tell your father, Kyle. Tell him that I didn’t
say those words.”

Juan then quickly hid behind Evan and acted like he was terrified.

“The driver heard it too. She told me that it was useless for me to tell daddy. She
wanted to send me away to grandpa and grandma!”

Reminded of the driver, Sofie’s face darkened as she realized that she got set up.

Was it all part of his plan? From the moment I picked him up to the moment he
asked me to stay for lunch?

Immediately, Evan summoned Sofie’s driver and asked him in a stern voice, “You
should know the consequences of lying to me.”

Evan was not loud but he did not sound any less terrifying to the driver who was
trembling with fear and kneeling on the floor.

After glancing at Sofie, he decided it was more important to save himself.

“I… I… I’ll talk.”

Then the driver told Evan the whole truth and nothing but the truth, including
what Sofie said to Kyle two days before.

Panicking just beside them, Sofie tried a few times to interrupt the driver, but
Evan would not allow it.



“If you try to interrupt again, I’ll make sure Su Group is done for!”
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“I… I…” stammered Sofie before shutting up. She never thought that she would
be utterly defeated by a child.

Juan finally understood why Kyle wanted him to be careful of Sofie.

Now that daddy knows what’s going on, let’s see what he’s going to do for ‘Kyle’.

Staring at Sofie with his pair of deep-set eyes, Evan suddenly remembered what
Nicole said about keeping Kyle away from Sofie.

He thought Nicole was just stirring up problems when there was none and
brain-washing Kyle then.

It seemed that I was in the wrong and Nicole was in the right.

Clenching her fists, Sofie knew it was impossible to plead for innocence then.

Coming up with excuses would only serve to disgust Evan even more, so
instead, Sofie opted to kneel and apologize, “I’m sorry, Evan. It was my fault and
my mistake. I’m…”

“I only asked you to send Kyle to school and pick him up afterward because I
trusted you. Now, it seems that I’ve made a mistake,” explained Evan in a deep
voice. His unconcealable anger made Sofie tremble in fear.



“Please, Evan. I know it was wrong of me to say those things, but you’ve seen
how Kyle treated me. I wasn’t thinking straight because I was just too angry at
him. I’ll apologize to Kyle and I promise it will never happen again. I promise!”

Sofie lowered her head in repentance and dared not to look into Evan’s glaring
eyes.

Evan scoffed at her mention of promises, “I don’t need your promises. For every
word that you’ve used to offend Kyle, Su Group will pay at the cost of losing a
project!”

“They’re just words, Evan. Please! You can’t just ruin Su Group because of a few
words!”

Just words? She sure knows how to make them sound light.

Evan continued his scoffing, “Oh, don’t you worry. I’m but saying a few words.
What happens next to Su Group will depend entirely on itself.”

Evan’s few words will be enough to ruin Su Group!

Sofie started to panic as she could not imagine what Brandon would do to her if
he found out about the trouble she was in.

“Please, Evan. I’m begging you! Please!”

“Get out!” growled Evan before leaving the dining room with ‘Kyle’.

Juan was very pleased with the outcome because it seemed that his father still
cared about Kyle.

Now Sofie finally knows if it’s useless to go to daddy. She deserves this for
bullying Kyle!



Turning back to look at Sofie who was sitting helplessly on the floor, Juan made a
face and stuck his tongue out at her.

Looking at the face he made, Sofie wanted nothing more than to tear ‘Kyle’ to
shreds, but she could not because Evan was still around.

She got up slowly and left Hillside Villa knowing that there was nothing she could
do to amend her mistake.

After closing the door to the study, Evan looked at ‘Kyle’ with concern.

Juan made a sad face as he reached out to hug his father, “Daddy, I don’t want
Ms. Su to send me to school anymore.”

“Don’t worry. She won’t be,” assured Evan as he softly patted Juan’s little
shoulder.

The incident was indeed Evan’s mistake because he never expected that Sofie
would do such a thing to Kyle.

Noticing how guilty Evan seemed, Juan quickly suggested, “Daddy, I want
mommy to send me to school and pick me up.”

Evan’s eyes darkened the moment Juan mentioned Nicole. Even though Nicole
was right about Sofie, it did not change the fact she had deceived him many
times. He was still disgusted at her for abandoning Kyle and would have fed her
to the dogs if it were not for Kyle.

Knowing that Nicole was a ruthless woman who lied compulsively, Evan would
never agree to let Kyle near her.

“How about Uncle Davin or John?”
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Seeing how his father disagreed, Juan decided not to bring his mother up again
as it would only make his father hate her even more.

I guess it’s time to think of another way to bring daddy and mommy together.

Even after a moment of silence, Juan did not give Evan a definite answer, so
Evan gave him a day to think about it.

On the other side, Kyle went home with Nicole who thought that he was Juan.

To avoid detection, Kyle tried to be as lively as he could. He even tried to smile
more whenever he was talking.

Because of Maya and Nina’s chattering, Nicole did not pay too much attention to
Kyle. That was also because ‘Juan’ was usually the one who worried Nicole the
least.

After lunch, Nicole sent ‘Juan’, Maya, and Nina back to their kindergarten, where
the teacher had the students practice their hands-on ability.

It was a walk in the park for Kyle who got pretty good at playing Lego. In just a
short while, he managed to build all kinds of sports cars and even a picture of his
daddy and mommy.

Maya could not help but be amazed at his work, “You’re awesome, Juan!”



Lowering his head to snicker, Kyle wondered if he was so good at pretending to
be Juan that even Maya did not notice anything wrong.

Nina was also surprised by how much faster ‘Juan’ got at building Lego and
wondered when he learned to do that.

What was more surprising was the fact that he built people and sports cars
instead of the robots that Juan liked so much.

In the end, ‘Juan’ won the first place in class and was rewarded with a small,
red-colored flower and a box of cranberry-flavored cookies.

Greedy little Maya licked her lips as she stared at the box of cookies, “That box
of cookies is delicious. Mommy’s got us one before.”

Noticing how his sister was preying on his cookies, Kyle smiled softly as he
generously gave it to her, “Here, this is for you!”

Maya excitedly accepted the cookies, “You’re the best, Juan! The best brother in
the world!”

Even though he was not actually Juan, Kyle felt great about being called ‘the best
brother in the world’ nonetheless.

Just when Maya was about to start eating after tearing the box open, Nina
approached ‘Juan’ holding her arms, “Can we share the cookies? It’s not good for
Maya to have too much sugar. She’s already fat enough. A fat girl!”

“I am not! Not a fat girl!” defended Maya before rolling her eyes at Nina.

Pouting, Nina continued to stare at Maya, “Said the meatball!”

“You… You’re the meatball! You’re a meanie and a jerk… and… and you’re…”



Maya was getting frustrated that she was at a loss for words.

Seeing his sisters fighting, Kyle frowned at the thought of how unworthy it was to
fight over a box of cookies, so he had an idea, “You two can share this box for
now. I’ll get you guys more when we get home.”

At first, Maya was still a little reluctant to share. She only decided to hand the
cookies over when she was told that they could get more.

The two started to divide the cookies piece by piece but found the last piece to
be extra. While Kyle was scratching his head over the extra piece, Maya
suddenly grabbed it and split it into two uneven halves. She then quickly ate the
bigger half before gleefully handing the smaller one to Nina.

Ignoring Maya’s ‘generosity’, Nina gave her a look before handing out her portion
of the cookies to the other kids.

Those who were given cookies happily shared their own snacks with Nina who
also shared them with ‘Juan’.

Kyle was very happy to see the snacks given by the other kids.

Seeing how all the others are sharing, Maya decided to share her cookies too,
and she got the biggest candy for it.

She wanted to give the candy to Kyle, which made him even happier, but he put
it into Maya’s mouth instead.

“This candy is so sweet! Thank you!” Maya showed her appreciation with her
widest grin.

At that moment, Kyle realized how much he envied Juan for being surrounded by
two adorable sisters and so many friendly classmates.



How Kyle wished to stay as ‘Juan’ forever and never go back to Grant
Kindergarten.
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Meanwhile, Juan could not help but sigh as he continued with Kyle’s punishment
to stand in class at Grant Kindergarten.

He was curious about what Kyle could have done to anger Ms. Patty so much
that she’s punishing him for six days.

After standing up for a few minutes, Juan raised his hand, “Ms. Patty, my legs
hurt. I can’t do this anymore.” With a pout on his face, Juan tried to seem as
pitiful as he could.

Ms. Patty gave him a look before ridiculing him coldly, “So your legs hurt, do
they? Do your hands not hurt when you’re hitting others with them?”

Who did Kyle hit?

Kyle may be proud, but I don’t think he would hit anyone unreasonably.

As surprised as he was, Juan decided not to talk back to Ms. Patty since he did
not know the whole story.

By asking Kyle’s classmates after the class, Juan found out that Kyle was only
hitting the other kids because they were calling his mother a ‘madwoman’.

How dare they call mommy a ‘madwoman’! I would’ve hit them too!

While those kids were playing, Juan deliberately stepped into the middle of them.



“Get lost! You’re in our way!”

Juan then raised his head arrogantly and looked at them provocatively, “This is a
public place. I can stand wherever I want!”

The kids glanced at each other and decided to deal with ‘Kyle’ the same way
they did last time, so they started to call his mother a ‘madwoman’ again while
they ran off to the teacher’s office.

They were hoping to get ‘Kyle’ in trouble with Ms. Patty again.

Kyle, who just recovered from a serious illness, could barely catch up with the
healthy kids, but not Juan.

Having practiced taekwondo since he was much younger, Juan caught up with
them easily before punching the fastest and loudest kid in the group.

“Ouch, that hurts! My nose is bleeding.”

Out of their expectation, ‘Kyle’ seemed different with his quick actions.

The other kids started to tremble with fear but Juan was not about to spare those
who bullied Kyle and talked bad about his mother.

Juan clenched his fists as the others got ready to take him down as a team. In
the end, Juan only got two scratches on his face while the others lay on the
ground with bruised noses and swollen faces.

“Talk bad about my mother again and you’ll get my fists!” warned Juan with his
arms akimbo.

After getting up from the ground, the kids ran as fast as their legs could carry
them over to the teacher’s office.



Juan knew that even if they did not complain to Ms. Patty, she would eventually
find out when she saw their faces.

They can complain all they want. I’m not afraid!

Soon, the kids who were beaten came back for ‘Kyle’ with Ms. Patty.

“You’re hitting others again? This is outrageous!”

“I only hit them because they talked bad about my mommy, Ms. Patty.”

“That doesn’t mean you can hit them! No matter what, it’s not right to hit others!”

“Well, what if someone deliberately provoked you and called your mommy
names? Do you just let them, Ms. Patty?”

“Why would they call your mother names for no reason? And why was it just your
mother, not everybody else’s? That’s because both you and your mother have
issues! Look at you! I’m sure the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree.”

Furious, Ms. Patty was trying to come up with the perfect way to punish ‘Kyle’
and appease the kids’ parents.


